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Abstract QoS is an arguable feature of Message Queuing Telemetry Transport Protocol (MQTT)

that is employed under constrained environment for communication over an unreliable network in

smart cities. It gives extra control to the client for matching its needs according to the application

but with confiscated network performance. For a reliable end-to-end service assurance, guaranteed

QoS and controlled scalability, MQTT based IoT must be examined for various network parame-

ters. In this work, an improved TCP based transparent MQTT network is proposed for massively

deployed connected devices in smart cities. The mathematical modeling is carried out by analyzing

end-to-end quality assurance. Network latency, content delivery rate, number of subscribe/publish

requests and services offered by the MQTT broker for various topic IDs are then verified on phys-

ical network. These parameters are examined over a transparent gateway-based network for verify-

ing the agreement of devised probability based mathematical model with the actual content

delivery, service rate and request hold time at virtual machine based MQTT broker, local network

broker and remote server respectively. The Improved MQTT model surpasses Apollo, RabbitMQ

and Mosquitto server by evidencing the message queueing delay of 3.5 ms for QoS-0 and 3.6 ms for

QoS-1 service IoT.
� 2023 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria

University This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

Smart cities are considered as a network of physically sepa-
rated and logically connected devices. Various services are pro-
vided using smart city concept that include automatic
functionality, information exchange, stocks and inventory
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Fig. 1 MQTT broker communication with publishers and

subscribers.
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management, health [1] and security, entertainment, Energy,
and smart grid [2], transportation, and connected industrial
manufacturing. These services may require only its comprising

devices to communicate with one another in Device to Device
(D2D) based communication scheme or they may interact with
a server as Device to Server (D2S) or Server to Device (S2D).

Thus, while acquiring fully functionality of smart city, various
technological bridges or network bridges are encountered [1].
Various communication protocols are involved in the develop-

ment of smart cities. Majority of these protocols are covered as
a base for Internet of Things (IoT) [3] and Internet of Every-
thing (IoE) [4]. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP),
Messaging Queuing and Telemetry Protocol (MQTT), Web

Socket, Data Distribution Service (DDS) and Extensible Mes-
saging and Presenting Protocol (XMPP) are the available pro-
tocols that are used extensively for achieving different tasks in

the development of smart cities [5]. Of all these protocols, it
appears that MQTT is used on the top of IEEE 802.15.4 and
TCP/IP for providing bandwidth efficient and its low power

consumption-based connectivity. MQTT is thus already widely
implemented for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) [6], Delta-rail – Rail signaling [7], automation [8],

healthcare [9,10], Facebook and Instagram applications [11],
Real time transport monitoring and automation [12,13].

In this paper, we develop mathematical model for estimat-
ing end-to-end delay and validate it by analyzing the end-to-

end MQTT based real time traffic over the Internet between
an MQTT client and a remote server. MQTT requires a reli-
able TCP/IP connection which is a complex base for a very

simple communicating scenario. If the nodes comprise of fun-
damental sensing and connectivity features, then MQTT-SN
[14] is used. MQTT-SN uses UDP and thus compromises

the reliability, as achieved by TCP [14] and [15]. This proto-
col is adapted along with wireless communication for low
data rates at reliable, energy and cost-efficient data transmis-

sion [16]. In our case, MQTT server is handled on a virtual
machine, running at the eclipse.org cloud. On the other hand,
the clients are deployed on Linux, and as windows clients or
as a java application. The end nodes are connected to the

Internet via Wi-Fi whereas the routers are then using Broad-
band connection for connectivity to the server as in [16].
Note that both MQTT and MQTT-SN may use DNS Server

in our case.

1.1. Architecture

The MQTT application layer protocol works on the top of
TCP transport layer protocol. TCP thus guarantees the ‘‘at
least one time” reaching of data onto the server as well as
connected receiving nodes. MQTT involves a TCP based

communication of publisher nodes as well as subscriber
nodes with the MQTT broker as shown in Fig. 1. The dotted
line represents the flow of message from a publisher onto the

server. The Server handles the received data in the form of
topics. MQTT server topic can be a replaceable logical buffer
that holds data for a specific interval of time before discard-

ing it or replacing it with fresh data from the publisher. The
subscriber nodes receive the data when it is updated on the
server.

The MQTT based network may comprise of three different
kinds of logical formation, shown in Fig. 2.
A transparent Gateway architecture has one node con-
nected to one gateway that is bridging the node with remote
MQTT server. Hybrid gateways can accept requests of multi-
ple nodes and can be served subsequently as access point to a

collection of local nodes in mesh topology [17]. An aggregat-
ing gateway has support to the whole local node network. It
holds the connection of each node in star topology whereas

the MQTT server is accessed from a single gateway. Each
logical network grade, as discussed, has its own facilities as
well as drawbacks. For example, transparent gateway is the

only option on low density, single sensor/actuator MQTT
based IoT. An aggregated gateway will be handling a high-
density network, but a single point failure and frequent
requests to/from gateway can affect network performance.

A hybrid gateway rectifies and address the limitations of
transparent and aggregated Gateways [18]. An aggregating
gateway can’t be employed for smart city’s application as

nodes are geographically dispersed and coverage of gateways
are limited which may cause channel congestion and more
packet loss as a rule of thumb [19]. This work uses transpar-

ent gateway-based network. The paper also considered the
following messaging rules that are obvious for an MQTT
based IoT.

The overall communication, in general, consists of request
and acknowledge messages.

The SUBSCRIBE as well as the PUBLISH requests goes
through the same pathway except when DNS is involved. In

such case, DNS will first find the IP for requested server.
TCP based communication is considered for all nodes on

the network.

The contents that are published on the server, are kept for
Thold, here referred as Tcnt interval of time whereas the sub-
scription request is kept for Treq time on the same server.

The actual hold time depends upon the scenario implemented
for storage capacity on client and server independently [20].

The CONNECT request has QoS-1 when it is secured by

TCP whereas it is ensured by CONNACK. QoS-0 and QoS-
2 are the extended version which will be addressed as well
[21].

1.2. Motivation, system model and problem statements

Smart Cities involve communication between various types of
sensors and actuators as its building blocks [1,22,23]. These

communicating nodes are interacting in such a manner that
the system is monitored for collective services rather than indi-
vidual functionality. The services, offered in a smart city, are

http://eclipse.org


Fig. 2 Logical formation of MQTT network with server.
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categorized based on the latency in the information exchange
and process execution. For example, an IoT used inside a
healthcare unit, may have several priority levels based on the

severity of the conditions of a patient [24]. Moreover, a patient
may require different services if the condition of patient is
changing at every instant. Similarly, a traffic system may use
high end-to-end delay for highways in normal condition and

operation whereas in adverse weather, the condition needs fre-
quent updates with maximum assurance and least probability
of packet loss in end-to-end delivery.

Our aim is to assure sufficient end-to-end reliability in
terms of content delivery and delay assurance for smart city
application, where multiple sensors can add data to the server

log on either same topic or on different topics, based on the
application. Thus, PUBLISH requests are all considered as
mutually exclusive in terms of its delivery time as well as
packet size. Also, the published contents have limited time

for residing on the server before it is discarded or replaced.
For the sake of brevity, we have used logging of different attri-
butes of a same phenomenon, being published from different

nodes. These data nodes may be required by different users
to analyze the same problem differently. For example, a traffic
data that is collected from different intersections may be used

for possibility of low traffic, calculated from a local ambulance
to pass through these junctions and reach its destination. On
the other hand, the same data can be analyzed for controlling

the traffic lights to reduce congestion on a user selected route.
Thus, contents are kept on same topic but different subtopics
for optimum usage in each selected application.

The estimation of end-to-end latency [25] and probability of

content delivery has advantages beyond mentioned scenarios.
This paper is first step towards analyzing the end-to-end trans-
mission in Smart Cities, w.r.t MQTT based IoT and its service

estimation. First, we model the scenario for transparent gate-
way based IoT for remote services. This MQTT based network
considers number of connected nodes, subscription and pub-

lish rates, number of requests and time of content holding by
server and gateway for system performance function modeling.
This function is then used to estimate the system design param-

eters to meet a given quality of service, end-to-end delay, and
content delivery assurance. We provide the guidelines for
achieving a rated service assurance by varying the number of
sensors, actuators, gateways, changing the Internet character-
istics, publish and subscription rates.

2. MQTT characteristics

2.1. Why MQTT?

MQTT is selected for its light weight, content-oriented messag-
ing characteristics. The local network of MQTT can be used
over IP-less data as well as IP based nodes. In our case, we

use it for TCP based node to gateway connection. The nodes
use wired connectivity with the gateway which is emulated
inside environment and by deploying Mosquito clients. The

data coordinates to local gateway where an interface with
the Internet is provided with real world queuing delay.

2.2. Communication in MQTT

MQTT provides TCP/IP oriented solution to event-based
request, publish and connect requests, and the instantaneous

probability of end-to-end delivery is affected each time [26].
The subscription-based services depend upon the data pro-
vided by other sensors to the server to which the receiver has
subscribed. This subscription is topic based and thus here,

the received data is dependent on the availability of the data
on the server from self or other nodes. The function of midway
gateway is to relay received subscribe requests and publish/-

connect requests to the MQTT server. This gateway has a lim-
ited time and space to save the channeled data. The delay of,
say, putting data from input port of gateway to output port

of gateway, is of directly additive nature. This queue is only
to be maintained at the server and the gateway delay is static
or constant. There is no such case where the gateway receives

data from different nodes so the addition of data or its queuing
is not calculated. The assumption that one node can post to
more than one topic is addressed as separate events.

The following cases may occur while communicating

between sender node and receiver node, as shown in Fig. 3.
Case 1: End nodes connecting and publishing to gateway

with CONNECT/CONNACK and PUBLISH. The process

either connects the end node with the gateway or sends/re-



Fig. 3 End-to-end delay and packet travel system model (QoS-1).
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ceives contents to an already registered TOPIC-ID, with CON-
NECT. This communication is TCP for wired (in our case) and
UDP for MQTT-SN based connectivity [27].

Case 2: Gateway sends the received data from connected
sensor to the server as CONNECT-CONNACK-PUBLISH-
PUBACK. This exchange always occurs over wired link and

this use the reliable TCP/IP QoS. Sensors are abridged from
the main server using gateway.

Case 3: The end user registers with gateway, to a topic that

exists on the server using SUBSCRIBE and SUBACK. The
process is accompanied by CONNECT and CONNACK that
is done before registering to topic. Note that at this point, the
end user is not in direct connection with the server, so we need

to connect and subscribe the user side gateway with the server,
as discussed in next case.

Case 4: Server lets the user side gateway, to register with

itself. The gateway sends CONNECT request which is
acknowledged by CONNACK from the MQTT server side
using TCP/IP. The gateway then sends SUBSCRIBE request

to TOPIC-ID which is acknowledged by SUBACK.
Case 5: The server then sends the available data on the

TOPIC-ID to its user side gateway using PUBLISH and get-

ting PUBACK.
Case 6: The gateway then puts the same data on its sender

side, to be connected on demand with the end user. The gate-
way repeats the process of Case 5. This process only completes

if the information received from the server is not expired and is
applicable to be sent to the end user.

The end user has certain probability of its availability thus a

queuing delay is expected at this node here. CONNECT is
acknowledged by the CONNACK from the end user side
whereas TOPIC-ID based data is PUBLISH-ed and acknowl-

edged as PUBACK. The topic ID is initially subscribed in Case
3.

The system, as seen from Fig. 3, is asynchronous by the nat-

ure of problem. It is for the fact that after each SUBSCRIBE
and PUBLISH content request, the server as well as the end
node go to an undefined idle state. Even defining a topic (as
TOPIC-ID) is not enough to activate and make the server or

end user to stay awake for communication. The SUBSCRIBE
and PUBLISH requests thus induces a randomness in estimat-
ing the content delivery to/from server.

The aim of this work is to conclude a probabilistic model
for calculating end-to-end content travel time. This includes
the time of sending of contents and its reach time to the end

user after a request. We will discuss two scenarios for estimat-
ing the end-to-end delay. First, the Asynchronous communica-
tion of the contents when it is available on the server and
second, content delivery - when it is not available on the server.

We will consider these two scenarios in estimating network
latency and QoS.

3. Delay estimation

The delay is estimated using probabilistic model. Contents that
are created at the sensor nodes are sent to the intermediate

gateway which then requests the server (MQTT Broker) to
put it on the server. We have considered the synchronous as
well as asynchronous mode of data transfer for the delay esti-

mation in coming sections.
3.1. Content already available for data request

We have assumed that MQTT server has a TOPIC and is
already receiving data from sensing node Ni. In this case,
the SUBSCRIBE request takes place after the PUBLISH

request. Moreover, each request, whether it is for SUB-
SCRIBE or CONNECT, follows the packet loss due to
TCP behavior and channel characteristics. Therefore we
include the packet loss probability for i failures, 1 success-

fully sent connection request but failed acknowledgement
CONNACK/SUBACK, j number of failures from server/-
gateway side to the sender, in such way that jþ 1ð Þth con-

nection has successful connect/subscribe and CONNACK/
SUBACK. We call this the probability of handshake
Ph i; jð Þ, provided i is the number of attempts done by the

sensing node to connect with the gateway and j is the num-
ber of attempts done by the gateway to acknowledge the
connect request. Let the probability of failures of the con-

nect request from the sensing node is Pf ið Þ, i.e., the forward

packet loss probability, and that of success is (1-pf). Then

the probability of successful connection for one side delivery
of request is given by (1) as;

Pf ið Þ ¼ pif: 1� pf
� � ð1Þ

The same phenomena will occur when the gateway G does
an acknowledgement for the received request. Here, the prob-
ability of the successful request is mathematically shown from

the probability of reverse packet loss, pr
j . The probability of

this event is calculated from a single successful attempt and
all the unsuccessful attempts from the gateway to the sensing

node, given by (2) as;

Pr jð Þ ¼ pjr: 1� prð Þ ð2Þ
Keeping these two-sided chances in view, the probability of

a successful handshake is given by

Ph i; jð Þ ¼ Pf jð Þ:Pr ið Þ ð3Þ

Ph i; jð Þ ¼ pjf: 1� pf
� �

:pir: 1� prð Þ ð4Þ
Since TCP usually takes 4–6 times before establishing con-

nection between sender and the receiver, thus the calculated
probability Ph i; jð Þ causes initial latency for sending a transfer
request, called Round Trip Time (RTT) [28]. This RTT,
accompanied with the probability of failure, gives us the total

latency for a successful handshake, given by (5) such that

Lh i; jð Þ ¼ RTTþ
Xi�1

k¼1
2kTs

� �
þ

Xj�1

k¼1
2kTs

� �

Lh i; jð Þ ¼ RTTþ 2i � 1
� �

TS þ 2j � 1
� �

TS

Lh i; jð Þ ¼ RTTþ 2i þ 2j � 2
� �

TS ð5Þ
Ts is the SYN (Synchronization) time for a single packet to

go from sender to receiver or vice versa, in TCP connection.
The overall probability of latency P Lh � t½ � for successful
acknowledgement and successful request on a low data rate

channel is thus calculated for time interval t by;

P Lh � t½ � ¼
X
Lh i; jð Þ

Ph i; jð Þ ð6Þ
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The delay estimation can be given by the combination of
round trips and delays in each TCP SYN-ACK process. The
assumption for this part suggests 6 times of Lh i; jð Þ; i.e., con-
nection establishment between any sensing node to the gate-
way, gateway connection to the server, user request to
subscribe with a topic to the gateway of user, passing the sub-

scription request of user to the server by the gateway and then
for the data transfer two additional TCP connections are
accomplished. The server connects and publish data to the

gateway of the user and then finally, the user gets the data
when the gateway requests for connection and it publishes
the data on the user side.

Here we assume a queuing delay that is experienced by the

TCP transmission in the sensing side gateway, denoted by e.
The gateway that receives TCP request from user, adds a queu-
ing delay e to the transmission RTT. The MQTT server and

related gateway also embed a queuing delay that is denoted
by U. The user can either request the gateway to connect to
the server for registering/subscribing to a topic or it may receive

connection request from the gateway if the gateway has some
data to be fetched by MQTT user. This delay is denoted by d.

The content delivery time is thus calculated by adding up

the delays and RTTs for each segment in the communicating
device route. The trip from sensor node n to user u, via gate-
way g and server s, is denoted by w and is calculated as under.

€̂I ¼ Tconnect�ng þ Tpub�ng þ eþ Tconnect�gs þ Tpub�gs þ /

þ dþ d0 þ Tconnect�ug þ Tsub�ug þ eþ Tconnect�gs

þ Tsub�gs þ /þ Tconnect�sg þ Tpub�sg þ eþ Tconnect�gu

þ Tpub�gu ð7Þ
Considering the assumption that the RTT is symmetric for

sensor-gateway and user-gateway, we can combine the connec-
tion request times as 6xRTT, as in [27]. Also, the scenario sug-

gests that there is no packet segmentation in TCP since the
sensor data is not big enough to be segmented for TCP Pack-
ets. This infers that Tpub, Tconnect and Tsub are of same header

size and packet length. The sensor to user data travel duration
is thus reduced to (8.1) and (8.2)

W ¼ 6RTTconnect þ 4RTTpublish þ 2RTTsubscribe þ 3eþ 2/þ d

ð8:1Þ
W ¼ 12RTTpub þ 3eþ 2/þ d ð8:2Þ

All connections are assumed to be using TCP.

3.2. Content not available for data request

Here we consider the assumption that contents are not avail-
able at the server. Whereas the overall connection from user
to sensor needs to be established for subscribing to a topic.

After the user subscribes to a topic with the central server, it
requests for sensed data. This leads the server to run an MQTT
query (a request) for sending data from the sensor. Thus we

can say that the delay d’ is a variable that may take any value

between �Treq and �Tcnt. This �Tcnt is arrival instant (time stamp)

of the content. Collectively calling this d’ delay and d (the
request time for content if it is available on the server) as h.

By combining delay due to not availability of information

and request for contents, the expression for W is written as
(9.1) and (9.2)
W ¼ 12RTTpub þ 3eþ 2/þ dþ d0 ð9:1Þ

W ¼ 12RTTpub þ 3eþ 2/þ h ð9:2Þ
3.3. Estimation of h, RTT, U and e

In next section, we derive h for specifying the random delay
that is experienced by the in the user before sending CON-
NECT request. The CONNECT request backs up by SUB-

SCRIBE request. Know that this delay is uniformly
distributed between the instant of arrival of request and instant

of arrival of contents, i.e. h ¼ �Tcnt; �Treq

� �
: The propagation

delay d is already added to this content delivery time. Thus,

the uniform distribution for h becomes.
U[Tcnt, Tcnt + Tcnt -d], d denotes the propagation/hand-

shake process delay for CONNACK/CONNACT. This
expression is a plausible response capture time whereas the

propagation delay is given by (10).

d ¼ 3RTTþ e ð10Þ
Also, the mean random delay for user to Gateway and

Gateway to Server is given by (11).

lh ¼ tcnt þ 2Tcnt � dð Þ=2 ð11Þ
In case of prior availability of contents at the server, the

above mean delay expression uses Treq, such that

lh ¼ treq þ 2Treq � d
� �

=2 ð12Þ
Here, t is the duration after an event has occurred and T is

the interval of presence of a request/response.
Now we calculate the Round-Trip Time for the request/re-

sponse for the MQTT multilayer service. Our assumption sug-
gests that all the connections are in TCP thus we can use
Jacobson algorithm [29], for calculating the delay incurred

by RTT. This RTT consists of CONNECT, followed by CON-
NACK for a single round trip. The Smooth Round Trip Dura-
tion (SRTT) [30,31,32] is thus calculated for a steady state data
transmission in TCP, using the relation in (13).

SRTT i½ � ¼ 1� bð Þ:SRTT i� 1½ � þ b:RTT ð13Þ
Also,

RTT ¼ RTTþ D:Diff;Diff ¼ SRTT� RTT ð14Þ
Where 0 < b < 1 and 0 < D < 1. The variation in RTT is

checked and compared from packet to packet and is termed

as smooth (at a steady rate) after reaching a certain threshold.
The work in [27] uses b ¼ 0:125 for smooth RTT.

The queuing delay U depends upon scheduling mechanisms.

Here we assume two types of schedulers on each server. One
scheduler is dedicated for publishing services whereas the sec-
ond scheduler is responsible for holding subscription requests

from various MQTT nodes. Fig. 4 is an illustration of the
content-topic matching queuing.

As suggested by [27], we are considering exponential distri-

bution for the generation of random data packets on the sens-
ing nodes, i.e., Poisson arrival. Since MQTT is a profile aware
forwarding mechanism [33], the periodic packets are filtered
for relevant topic and only relevant packets are released by

the sensor for transmission to the MQTT server. Thus, the
PUB scheduler may be considered as fixed job schedule sce-
nario. For the same reason, round robin fixed job quantum



Fig. 4 M/D/1 content and request arrival queue in MQTT server.
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scheduler is considered [34]. The capacity is assumed to be Srate

bits/sec.
Let the contents generating on different topics are indepen-

dent and each node Ni in total nodes Nc generates contents on

distinct topic called TOPIC ID. This makes each topic-based
packet independent. For the sake of brevity, the length of the
packets is considered similar and equal to L bits. The bitrate

(s) of these L bits are not similar and thus each stream of bits
in a packet are denoted with a separate transfer rate ki. Subse-
quently, for a stable round robin fixed job quantum scheduler,

the aggregated arrival holds (15). For connected users Nc,XNc

i¼1
ki � Srate

This also suggests that the optimized virtual service, for
topic i, will take an average arrival process time as given by

(16)

li ¼
kiPNc
i¼1ki

Srate ð16Þ

The service duration for a full packet of length L is thus cal-
culated as si ¼ L=li. For such fixed valued service duration, as

suggested by fixed length of the packet, the queue model is M/
D/1 as in [35], sometimes referred as M/G/1.

Now, let Di be the number of packets waiting on a station
in queue Qi, the Poisson distribution of M/D/1 suggests mean
of the packet service as in (17);

E Di½ � ¼ 2� qi

2li 1� qið Þ ð17Þ

where, qi = ki/li.
The total service time, as done for CoAP [36], is given by

multiplying transfer rate of packet with the mean service time,
as given by (18)

E Qi½ � ¼ kiE Di½ � ð18Þ
The maximum delay for packet arrival for a symmetric as

well as non-symmetric communication scheme is thus given
in (19)

E Di
req½ � ¼ 2� qi

req

2li
req 1� qi

reqð Þ ð19Þ
Also, the E[Qi
req] is calculated from this delay as

E Qi
req½ � ¼ 2� qi

reqð Þqi
req

2 1� qi
reqð Þ ð20Þ

Therefore, the maximum mean queuing delay is calculated
by content arrival rate ki and request arrival rate ri as

Q ki; ri½ � ¼ 2� qi
cnt

2li 1� qi
cntð Þ þ

2� qi
reqð Þqi

req

2 1� qi
reqð Þ ð21Þ

qi
req ¼ ri =li ð22Þ

qi
con ¼ ki =li ð23Þ
We can also use,

l ¼ 1

D
ð24Þ

D is the fixed service delay by the server or the gateway in
M/D/1 Queue model. This delay is used for a streamline pro-

cessing instead of li, whenever required.
This queuing delay Q[ki; ri] is calculated for a virtual ser-

vice rate li
req, for a fixed capacity of transmission rate S of

the scheduler, This li
req is further given by (25)

li
req ¼ riPNr

i ri

S ð25Þ
3.4. Estimation of sensor to user trip for QoS-0

Now that we have derived the expression of W for service
acknowledgement, we can easily convert it to QoS-0 by remov-

ing the PUBACK RTTs. Initially we have 12xRTT in the (7).
In the current consideration, the RTT for PUBLISH doesn’t
get PUBACK, reducing the number of Packets transmitted

and thus the network engagement due to Tpub-ng, Tpub-sg,

Tpub-gs and Tpub-ug is reduced. Thus, the new W is given in
(26).

W ¼ 8RTTpub þ 3eþ 2/þ h ð26Þ
This is a confirm improvement of 25% in latency with a

maximum introduction of 93.75% failure causing events.



Fig. 5 QoS-0 and Qos-2 Handshake and Publishing mechanism

for a TOPIC in MQTT.

Fig. 6 Timeline of contents availability before user request.
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3.5. Estimation of sensor to user trip for QoS-2

A confirmation is sent back in case of each successful delivery
for achieving QoS-2 [37]. Here 3 extra packets are communi-
cated between MQTT client and MQTT broker. After the cli-

ent publishes data for a specific topic to a broker, the broker
sends a PUBREC packet back to the client. When the client
receives this packet, it discards the sent packet of that topic
for further retransmission(s). Then again, if the client does

not get affirmation as PUBREC, it sends the same PUBLISH
request with a DUP flag [38]. This process is repeated until the
client receives a PUBREC. The client saves this reply packet

and sends an acknowledgement as PUBREL. The broker can
now safely discard its current state of reception and send a
PUBCOMP packet. This packet enables the client for reusing

the packet identifier used for previous data exchange as given
by Fig. 5.

The introduction of above scheme is in QoS-0 scenario for

confirming its reliability. Thus PUBACK is not necessary as
QoS-1. PUBREC, PUBREL and PUBCOMP are included 2
times as these packets are communicated between sensor-
gateway, gateway-server and server-user pairs. A complete

round trip across network i.e., sensor through gateway,
MQTT server and user’s gateway to user adds 6 RTTs two
times. A total of 8 RTTs as that of QoS-0 is thus increased

to 20 RTTs for a full trip.

Wsensor�user ¼ 20RTTpub þ 3eþ 2/þ h ð27Þ
The process is partly shown for a single connection by

Fig. 5.

3.6. Content delivery probability

For content delivery, we have assumed that each TOPIC ID
subscription is requested before the accessing process of con-
tent. Also, the TOPIC ID is dealt independently for unique

TOPIC in terms of its TOPIC ID. This may be concluded
for the fact that matching station works on the SUB request
of the TOPIC based on TOPIC ID in MQTT. Contents on a

single TOPIC is delivered if the TOPIC ID is not expired
and the content is not expired or replaced. This time is denoted
by Tcnt. Each request is honored if the content is available,

defined by this Tcnt.
The discussed fact poses two scenarios [39]. The one in

which content is arrived before the subscription request as in
Fig. 6. Here, the Treq, time for a content request is overlapping

the Tcnt, i.e., the duration up till which, the content is available.
In the second scenario the request for content is arrived before
the user is subscribed to the same topic, as in Fig. 7.

We assume that �Treq is the time stamp of the arrival of con-

tent request and Treq is the duration for which this request sus-

tains as in [40] and [41].

Pcnt X ¼ x̂ð Þ ¼ P �Treq > �Tcnt

� �þ P �Treq � �Tcnt

� � ð28Þ
�Treq is the instant at which contents are published on a

TOPIC ID and Tcnt is the duration till which this content
remains on the sharing point/server.

The pdf of this overlapping arrival event (X) is given by the
(29)
PD
cnt ¼ P �Treq > �Tcnt

� � Z�Treq

t¼0

P X ¼ Xreq

� �
fti Xð Þdt P �Treq � �Tcntt

� �
Z�Tcnt

t¼0

P X ¼ Xcntð Þfti Xð Þdt ð29Þ

Here, fti Xð Þ ¼ fie
�fi t is the probability density function of

next arrival i at time t. Also, fi ¼ ri þ ki which is the summa-
tion of request arrival rate of requests and arrival rate of pack-
ets. (29) suggests that the arrived packet may either be a

request for content or the content itself. Thus, the probability
that an anticipated packet is a request is calculated from the
ratio of the rate at which the requests are received, given by



Fig. 7 Timeline of contents availability after user request.
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P bx ¼ bxreq

� � ¼ ri

fi
ð30Þ

Also, the probability that the next packet is a content
packet is given as

P bx ¼ bxcntð Þ ¼ ki

fi
ð31Þ

By substituting the above probabilities in (29), we get

PD
cnt ¼ P �Treq > �Tcnt

� � Z�Treq

t¼0

ri

fi
fie

�fi tdtþ P �Treq � �Tcnt

� �

�
Z�Tcnt

t¼0

ki

fi
fie

�fi tdt ð32Þ

For homogenous and independent probabilities, the proba-

bility of P �Treq � �Tcnt

� �
must follow Poisson process, i.e.,

P �Treq � �Tcnt

� � ¼ ri
fi
.

Similarly, P �Treq > �Tcnt

� � ¼ ki
fi
, which upon substituting in

(32), reduces it to the following as;

PD
cnt ¼

ki

fi

Z�Treq

t¼0

ri

fi
fie

�fi tdtþ ri

fi

Z�Tcnt

t¼0

ki

fi
fie

�fi tdt ð33Þ

By rearranging (33), we get the probability of content deliv-

ery as a function of request arrival rate, content arrival rate,
total packet arrival rate and time, in respect to the event

occurred of content arrival �Tcnt and request arrival �Treq, as in

(34)

PD
cnt ¼

kiri

fi
1� e�fi=Tcnt
� �þ 1� e�fi=Treq

� �� � ð34Þ

A special case where the request comes first on Fully Func-
tional Devices [42] in IoT, (34) can be transformed to (35) as

PD
cnt ¼

ri
2

fi
1� e�fi=Tcnt
� �þ 1� e�fi=Treq

� �� � ð35Þ

This evident the fact that probability of content delivery
improves while the requests are made beforehand. For requests
that are arrived before availability of contents, whereas sym-
metric data rate is observed via channel, fi can be approxi-
mated as 2ri or 2ki. Reducing (35) to

PD
cnt ¼

ri

2
1� e�fi=Tcnt
� �þ 1� e�fi=Treq

� �� � ð36Þ

Thus, the maximum serving probability of a request, an
ideal communication, equals to the request rate ri. (36) is use-
ful while the IoT comprises of actuators that take data from a

local or remote server for its functionality.
The overall probability for either Node to gateway commu-

nication over TCP or Node to gateway communication over

UDP doesn’t change the probability of packet delivery though
it may pose latency in the packet delivery [43]. This is decided
from the ratio of the content and request rates, where the total
number of requests averaged over time is normalizing the

ratio.

3.7. Discussion on End-to-end service assurance:

Expression in (8.2) is the summation of all types of delays,
including round trip time delay RTT, sensor side gateway’s
queuing delay e, user side gateway’s queuing delayU and delay

caused for fetching the requested contents d and the request
time d’, collectively denoted by h in (9.2), representing service
duration.

Again, U is the function of Tcnt and Treq, that are directly

related to the content arrival rate k and request arrival rate

r. The queueing delay U also depends upon the number of
connected end users Nr and number of connected sensors
nodes Nc.

The delay due requested content d w.r.t time gives the con-
tent arrival rate k and that points towards the same ingredients
as that of U. Same can be stated for request arrival rate r that
is connected to delay posed by entertaining a request with a

delay d.
Thus, the variables that should be concerned before model-

ing a delay tolerant MQTT based IoT include number of con-

nected content providers Nc, number of end users Nr, the
request arrival rate r, the content arrival rate k and the con-
stant service rate h. The end-to-end service assurance policy

is determined by considering the system parameters likewise.
The scalability of such IoTs is determined by recognizing the
effect of each concerned variable regarding content/request

rates and services it offers that pose constant and/or variable
delays to information streams [44]. Here, we determine the
maximum number of connected nodes in an IoT for a defined
end-to-end content delivery time.

One may also be interested in determining the end-to-end
delay and content delivery assurance based on the available
information of service time h, content arrival k and request

arrival rates r. (34) is responsible for assuring the desired level
of content delivery as the pdf of content delivery probability

PD
cnt, in terms of holding the time for which the request is held

by the content server before finishing the request, given by Treq,

the time till when the contents are put on content server, rep-
resented by Tcnt, the individual packet of content request rate

ri, and individual content arrival rate ; ki. Note that fi is the
summation of the last two parameters described.

Since, MQTT works on topic wise content arrivals and

request arrivals. And our assumption consisted of one TOPIC
per connected nodes, individual Nc and Nr can be related
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directly to the TOPIC currently in service at any instant i, on a
MQTT broker/server. Increasing TOPIC_IDs will have a
direct effect on the Nc and Nr collectively even when hosted

from a virtually similar node for different TOPIC IDs [45].
Remember that TOPIC ID is the actual service that requires
delivery of contents from Nc and request for contents from Nr.

4. Server and client testbed setup

We have considered three different environments for content

and request delivery over various nodes. The emulated envi-
ronment has been organized by deploying MQTT [27] broker
on a Linux server/broker. The clients are users and actuators

that publish data to a set of 4 user define topics. The nodes
are connected over standard 2.5 GHz Wi-Fi and CAT6, to this
MQTT broker/server. The server communication with its

nodes is analyzed in three different manners [27,46,47]. These
setups are categorized based on the placement of MQTT server
in the network. The said MQTT server is deployed in three dif-
ferent manners, i.e., deployment on Windows OS [48], deploy-

ment on Linux server on VM [48], deployment on remote
MQTT server [48].

4.1. Scenarios for server deployment

In first setup, the localhost server is used in which VM based
clients are used for communication with the server. This type

of configuration will pose minimum realistic delay and packet
loss in listing performance-based aspects of the MQTT broker.
The second scenario is set up by enabling local network clients
to connect with the Linux server on VM and its performance is

checked from Terminal where the activity log is exported to a
text file. Time stamp-based analysis is done in this setup that
consists of range of clients’ connection with the server for pub-

lish and subscription requests. Diversity is obtained by manag-
ing various topics IDs on clients. This gives us the idea of
network traversing over local network in realistic environment.

We run multiple client’s deployment on PC connected on the
same network without network overheads of external inbound
and outbound traffics. In the third scenario, Mosquitto broker

is used on Eclipse IoT server and clients from Windows and
VM are subscribed and registered for various topics.

Each VM and Windows PC is working as Gateway. For
approximating the scenarios, the paper assumes a hospital

environment as in [49]. The work doesn’t constrain to a single
room and covering a patient with BAN but rather data on
same topic is published on server. Here patient is considered

as multiple clients because a patient might provide data on dif-
ferent topics to the server.

For the sake of brevity, we have considered heartbeat sen-

sor, temperature sensor, fall detection sensor and moisture sen-
sor as primary data.

4.2. Other connectivity assumptions and calculations

The content arrival rate is taken as same the request arrival
rate. Further, both k and r varies between 100kbps and
2Mbps. The client node traffic is generated using Constant

Bitrate (CBR) that is randomized for the value of arrival rate
as its mean and following Poisson distribution [50].
The RTT for TCP is obtained in real time traffic using the
data from trace file of ping6 function in terminal on Linux and
same function on Windows by employing Power shell utility.

Value of gateway queueing delay e is set to 720 ms as in [51].
Maximum Payload size is set indirectly by CBR traffic [52].
Availability time of request for content and the content on

the server is set to 10 ms as in [51]. Note that two M/D/1
queues are operated at the broker, following the design in
[28]. For that, the E Di½ � and E Qi

req½ �, as given in (19) and

(20), estimated the QoS. The research in [27] uses an infinite
queue size but this paper limits it to the hardware of the server
that are also behaving as a non-over-flowing space, i.e., local
server of 5 GB dedicated capacity and Mosquitto Eclipse ser-

ver of 80 GB shared capacity.

5. Result and discussion

5.1. End-to-end service delay analysis in FFDs

Fig. 8 shows the path delay in reaching the services of deployed
servers in each scenario. Readings are taken using Wireshark
logs and trace file via Linux terminal commands and Windows

Power shell. A client, as content provider, behaves as same as a
user, requesting for.

contents or subscribed to a topic. That is the reason why k
and r are considered as same. Topics are incremented between
1000 and 11,000 with an increment or 100 new client’s addi-
tions (each as a topic subscription) for averaging the delay time

and the request time is kept constant during each run. Results
in Fig. 8 shows that the path delay is directly engaging with the
QoS. Locally hosted server gives response to connected VM
based clients in 2.6 ms with QoS-2 that increases to 3.7 ms with

increase in request rate. For QoS-1, same pattern is followed
but the end-to-end delay reduces to 2.35 ms instead 2.6 ms.
At 2Mbps request rate, this delay rises to 3.5 ms, lower than

QoS-2. The performance is exceptional, partly identical to
QoS-1 in terms of end-to-end delay. With an initial end-to-
end delay of 2.25 ms at 0.9Mbps request rate, QoS-0

outperforms both QoS-1 and QoS-2. The delay is noted to
be crossing 3.4 ms mark at k of 2Mbps.

MQTT server hosted on Virtual Machine with local clients
is also analyzed in Fig. 8. In this case, the initial end-to-end

service delay ranges between 6.1 ms and 6.36 ms for QoS-0,
QoS-1 and QoS-2. A maximum delay of 6.8 ms is noted for
a request rate of 2Mbps at QoS-2. Due to the PUBACK and

SUBACK packets, higher end-to-end delay is experienced in
remote server that rises from 8.28 ms to 8.33 ms. The behavior
of QoS-1 is slightly tilted towards QoS-0 that can be seen from

the end-to-end delay values in each drawn graph in Fig. 8.
Results of the analysis of End-to-end delay while increasing

the number of subscribers and publishing nodes, i.e., Nr and

Nc are graphed in Fig. 9. These contents are varied from 1
topic up to 2800 topics for which the PUB/SUB request can
be entertained by the server. The graph gives estimated num-
ber of services that can be run on a single service with given

QoS. Note that topic is associated to a single client due to
which these numbers can be treated as same quantity. The
results in Fig. 9 shows that QoS-0 is ranging from 2 ms to

3.2 ms in terms of end-to-end delay. The delay stretches to
3.65 ms for QoS-2 for 2800 active subscribers while maintain-
ing a steady request rate of 2.0Mbps. Analysis concludes on



Fig. 8 QoS-0, QoS-1 and QoS-2 real time analysis for calculating end-to-end delay in localhost, Linux VM and Remote MQTT broker.
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the fact that a delay Dtd of 1.35 ms is experienced while increas-
ing the numbers of users from 1 to 2800. An average process-

delay of 0.5 ms is experienced by the server regardless of its
placement in the network.

End-to-end delay for content and request availability dura-

tion is analyzed in Fig. 10. For the sake of brevity, service time
is kept same so is Tcnt and Treq.

As in [28], the effect can only be seen if one in the Tcnt or

Treq is stretched. It was observed that by fixing any of the
these, the variation of other term gives drastically different
results in terms of network performance. In this paper, we
have kept Treq constant and tweaked Tcnt. Increasing Treq

doesn’t increase the end-to-end delay but improves the PD
cnt.

Likewise, increasing Tcnt increases and also increases
end-to-end delay. Graphed results show that for an average
increase in the Tcnt of 2.9 ms, a delay of 2 ms is experience

in end-to-end information exchange. So, for a fixed number
of subscribers, a 600 ms additional holding of content, the
end-to-end delivery service will be affected by a rounded figure

of 600 ms. The experiments were performed for a fixed Nc of
1500 node count.

5.2. Probability of content delivery (PD
cnt)

(33) and (34) gives an insightful notion about the performance
of setup smart network w.r.t Tcnt, k, r and f, whereas f is the
sum of k and r. The exact same picture is given by Fig. 11(a)

where PD
cnt is estimated for Tcnt values in microseconds. These



Fig. 9 End-to-end delay analysis w.r.t number of clients’ requests in localhost, Linux VM and Remote MQTT broker.
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probabilities are analyzed for a Treq duration of 1 ms, 5 ms,
10 ms, 15 ms and 20 ms. The curves depict that a linear incre-
ment in Treq causes the exponential graphs.

to get closer to one another with increase in Tcnt, from 0 ms
to 20 ms. Now the same probability equation (34) is applicable

on all 3 scenarios of deployment of the MQTT broker/server.
Fig. 11(a) unveils the direct relationship of content availability
assurance with probability of content delivery. Each Treq, puts

an upper bound of the maximum achievable content delivery
probability. Increasing Treq, to a value of 20 ms makes the

MQTT service extremely reliable at given Tcnt. The results

are only valid for M/D/1 queue with infinite buffer size for
holding requests and contents at the MQTT server.

Variation in the content delivery assurance w.r.t content

arrival rate is also portrayed in Fig. 11(b). The content arrival
rate as well as request arrival rates are varied from 0.1Mbps to
2.0Mbps, where the buffer size for holding contents as well as
request is kept in same range as the buffer size. The figure

depicts that k and r are inversely related in terms of PD
cnt. More

requests lead to less delivery of content in such case. Also, both
k and r has effect on the content delivery when their values are
closer to the maximum supported network data rate. The

graph also gives us an idea about the future of smart cities
in terms of higher data rates as we expect higher data rates
in future and with same set of devices, we can achieve much

higher performance by increasing k and r.

5.3. Real time content delivery

At the end of the day, we all are interested in the performance
of MQTT servers is real time. Fig. 12 is the elaboration of the
fact that increasing the clients drastically degrades the services

of MQTT brokers. For this experiment, both k and r are kept
at 2.0Mbps. Here, the services are less effected when the client



Fig. 10 End-to-end delay analysis w.r.t Tcnt and Treq in localhost, Linux VM and Remote MQTT broker.
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has lower RTT and W. The remote MQTT broker, that is rep-
resented by red line in Fig. 12 collectively explains the degrada-
tion of the server. The Mean Absolute content delivery reduces

to 0.59 while the clients Nc exceeds a mark of 11000.

6. Comparative study and discussion

The paper gives an insight of various parameters that assure
the end-to-end service in Fully Functional Devices (FFD) used
in smart cities. We have examined three different placements of

MQTT servers and three QoS levels are analyzed. The study
penetrates deep into the core components of end-to-end delay
for content delivery, Probability of content delivery and real
time failure rate. It was mathematically proved that the perfor-
mance evaluators depend on the processing time, queueing
time, rate at which the contents and requests are generated,

duration till when contents and requests are to be kept at ser-
ver, Number of connected clients and subscribed topics and
QoS. The comparison of CPU Usage and Message Transmis-
sion latency Dtd, is given in Table 1 which clearly indicates that

the proposed improved MQTT outperforms Apollo, Jor-
amMQ, RabbitMQ, Basic MQTT in both Qos-0 and Qos-1
with a cost of processing power.

The placement of server is exploited for real time content
delivery and service assurance in the work. All these distin-
guished parameters and system design aspects gives a clear pic-



Fig. 11 Probability of content delivery w.r.t (a) Tcnt and Treq (b)k and r (Mbps).

Fig. 12 Mean Absolute real time content delivery w.r.t Nr, Nc (subscribers and publishers) for various server setups.

Table 1 Comparison of the improved MQTT protocol with Benchmark MQTT, RabbitMQ, JoramMQ and Apollo servers.

Service Parameter Apollo [45] JoramMQ [45] RabbitMQ [45] Mosquitto Server Improved MQTT on Linux

Qos-0 CPU Usage 6% 3% 38% 24% 11%

Message Transmission Latency 5 ms 1.5 ms 10 ms 10 ms 3.5 ms

Qos-1 CPU Usage 6% 6% 34% 24% 12%

Message Transmission Latency 6 ms 34 ms >10sec 6 ms 3.6 ms

670 J. Ali, M. Haseeb Zafar
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ture to the design experts to achieve certain level of perfor-
mance by setting the physical values as per mathematical for-
mulation given in the paper. The research also gives free hand

to the system designer to evaluate the system at any stage and
thus determine its employability in a wider set of applications.
The physical deployment sheds light on the viability of the sys-

tem model with real figures that will help the system designers
to cop various issues while dealing with MQTT brokers and
clients in development of effective smart cities’ IoT.

7. Future work

The future work can go in two different directions. First, the

performance of the deployed network can be improved by add-
ing another level of QoS that works as QoS-0 with a fixed set
of rules for retransmission of contents if requests are not enter-

tained for a fixed duration. Thus, an On-Demand QoS level
can be introduced to achieve higher content delivery probabil-
ity. Secondly, the work uses TCP as the backbone for MQTT
services. Though certain nodes may have UDP based connec-

tivity that will not follow the same equations as developed in
the work, a much higher content delivery rate can be proposed
with lower content delivery probability with a fully UDP

dependent network. The idea can be further extended while
promoting MQTT-SN that uses UDP for local gateway inter-
action and TCP for gateway to server communication [24].
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